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Let V be an integral algebraic scheme over a fieldX and suppose we are 
given a finite set D of derivations on the function field L of V which 
commute and leave K globally invariant. Let V, be the set of all (not 
necessarily closed) points p E V such that fl& is a differential subring of L 
whose maximal ideal is differential (by differential we will always mean 
differential with respect to 0). The aim of this note is to give some infor- 
mation concerning the “size” of VD and location of the points of V, on V. 
Our approach will be via the divisor class group of V, the conclusion will be 
that if K is non-constant then there exist “plenty” of divisors on V whose 
intersection with VD is “small” (see Propositions 1 and 4 below). For 
instance, if K is algebraically closed and V is a smooth projective curve over 
K we show that Cl(V) is generated modulo torsion by VjV,. 
Notations and terminology will be borrowed from [2] and [6]. All fields 
appearing are assumed to have characteristic zero. We will use the notation 
V(K) for the set of K-rational points of V and we put VD(K) = VD f? V(K). 
For any differential ring B, Spec, B will denote the set of differential primes 
in-B. For any Krull domain A, we denote by A”’ the set all primes of A of 
height 1. For any S c Spec A we denote by A, the ring fipEs A,. Recall that 
if S c A”’ then A, is also a Krull domain and the morphism A --t A, induces 
an isomorphism (A,)“’ 7 S 13, p. 161. Furthermore there is a surjection 
Cl(A) + Cl@,) whose kernel is generated by the prime divisors in A”‘\S [3, 
p. 35 1. 
We begin with a non-differential lemma concerning Krull domains: 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a Krull domain and S c A(“. Suppose that for any 
T c S such that S\T has one element, A, is generated as a ring by its group 
(A,)* of invertible elements. Then Cl(A,) is torsion. 
ProoJ We are indebted to the referee for suggesting to us the use of the 
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formalism below. Let L be the field of quotients of A. Replacing A, with A 
we may suppose S = A(l). For any P E A (I) and T = A “‘\{P) consider the 
diagram with exact rows: 
0 0 
1 1 
C(P} + 1 cl(P)+0 
I I 
o-+ A* -L * + Div(A) + Cl(A) -+O 
O+(A,)*-+L*+Div(Ar)-+CI(A,)+O 
There is an induced exact sequence 
Since A #A, it follows by our hypothesis that A * # (AT)* hence cl(P) is a 
torsion element. 
LEMMA 2. Let K be a differential field on which derivations are 
independent (see 16, p. 951). Let A be a K-differential algebra and suppose A 
is a domain whose quotient field qf(A) is differentially algebraic over K (see 
[6, p. 691). Let S c Spec,A be an arbitrar}! subset and put B = A,. Then 
B=K+B*. 
In particular, B is generated as a ring by its group of invertible elements B *. 
ProoJ Take x E B; there exists a differential polynomial 0 #FE K( J’}, 
where y is a differential interminate, such that F(x) = 0. Since derivations are 
independent on K there exists by [6, p. 991 an element u E K such that 
F(u) # 0. Taylor’s formula gives: 
0 = F(x) = F(u) + r (~F/$v’“‘)(u)(x - u)@’ 
n 
+ r (32F/~y(a’ L’J@‘)(U)(X - uy(x - uyb’ + *. . . 
a.6 
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We claim that x - u E B*. Indeed it is sufficient to see that x - u E A,\PA, 
for any P E S. But if we had x - u E PA, for some P E S. the above formula 
would imply F(u) E PA, because PA, is a differential ideal, which is 
impossible since F(u) E K* and the lemma is proven. 
In the next. the words “finitely generated” will always mean “finitely 
generated in the non-differential sense.” 
PROPOSITION 1. Let K be a non-constant differential field and let A be a 
differential K-algebra which is a Krull domain whose quotient field L is 
finitely generated over K. Let G be the subgroup of Cl(A) generated bJ 
A”‘\Spec,A. Then the quotient Cl(A)/G is a torsion group. 
Proof: Obviously we may reduce ourselves to the case of a single 
derivation. Since L is finitely generated over K, L must be differentially 
algebraic over K. Then the proposition follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Let us have a closer look at the case of affine curves. Suppose we are in 
the hypothesis of Proposition 1 and A is a Dedekind domain. By 
Proposition 1, the ring A, = T,(Spec, A) 12, p. 2821 must be an almost 
factorial 13, p. 33) Dedekind domain. Furthermore. every prime Q in A, 
must be differential since it is the contraction of PA, in A, where 
P = Q n A. Consequently, Spec A, = Spec, A,. On the other hand by [ 2, 
p. 285) there is an isomorphism of Ritt schemes Spec,,A 1 Spec,,A, so the 
Ritt scheme Spec, A is isomorphic as a ringed space with an affine 
noetherian regular scheme of dimension 1 having a torsion divisor class 
group. On the other hand note that there exist plenty of Ritt schemes which 
are not isomorphic as ringed spaces to any scheme: the differential n-afine 
space :AI: = Spec, A ( .I’, . . . . . J,} over a Ritt domain A is such an example [ 2. 
p. 2921. 
LEMMA 3. Let K be a differential Jeld and let L be a differential field 
extension of K which is the function Jeld of some integral algebraic scheme 
V over K. Then the set V, of all (not necessarily closed) points p E V such 
that Fp.I- is a differential subring of L is Zariski open in V. 
Proof. Take p E V, and take an afflne neighbourhood CJ of p in V. Put 
l-(U) = A = K(x ,,.... x~], x, ,..., s, E L and let P E Spec A correspond to p. If 
D = (s,,.... S,} then dixj = a,/b,, where aij E A, b, E A\P. Let b be the 
product of all b,‘s; then di(Ab) c A,, for every i and p E Spec A, c V,. The 
lemma is proven. 
Now we may state the following consequence of Proposition 1: 
COROLLARY. If K is a non-constant algebraically closed differential field 
and L is a differentialfleld extension of K which is the function field of some 
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smooth projective curve V over K. then the quotient of Cl( V) 641 the subgroup 
generated by v\VD is a torsion group. 
ProoJ Denote by G the subgroup generated by v\V, and suppose 
Cl(V)/G is not torsion. Let us note first that V, # V. Indeed suppose we had 
V, = V; then choosing closed points p, q E V such that p-q has infinite 
order in Cl(V) and applying Proposition I to the ring r(V\\(q}) we deduce 
that there exists a rational function cp on V such that 
p E Supp(div(q)) = (p, q} so div(q) = m(p -9) for some integer m + 0, 
which is a contradiction. Now consider the open set V, from Lemma 3: the 
Corollary follows applying Proposition I to the ring r( V,,\(r}), where 
r E c/\V,. 
As an application of Proposition 1 we prove that there exist “sufficiently 
many” non-differential independent generic points on an algebraic scheme 
whose function field is differential and whose coefficient field is non- 
constant: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let K be an algebraically closed non-constant 
differential field and let L be a differential field extension of K Mlhich is the 
function field of some integral algebraic scheme V over K. Let K, be a 
subJeld of K such that V is defined over K, and K has an infinite transcen- 
dence degree over K,. Then there exists a generic point of V(K) over K,, 
lkg outside V,(K). 
In the above statement, genericity is taken of course in Weil’s sense [lo]. 
We need the following: 
LEMMA 4. In the hypothesis of Proposition 2, let p%V, be (not 
necessaril)? close&point of V, (see Lemma 3). If Z = (p} n V,(K) is 
Zariski dense in ( p} n V(K) then p E Vu. The converse is also true provided 
K is universal (see [ 6, p. 133 1). 
ProojI By Lemma 3 we may suppose that V = Spec A, where A is finitely 
generated over K and is a differential subring of L. Then we only have to - 
note that density of Z in (p} n V(K) implies 
so the ideal p must be differential being an intersection of differential ideals 
in A. The converse is a direct consequence of nullstellensatz for universal 
fields [6. p. 148). 
Now we prove Proposition 2. First note that we may suppose K, is 
algebraically closed. Next note that the statement of the Proposition has a 
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birational character in the sense that if W is some other integral algebraic 
scheme having function field L and if Proposition 2 holds for W then it will 
also holds for I’. In particular it is sufficient to prove the Proposition in the 
case V is projective normal. 
Let us prove the Proposition in the case L is not the function field of the 
projective line Ip ‘. We proceed by induction on the transcendence degree 
d = tr deg, L. If d = 1 choose a smooth complete model V of L and suppose 
there exists an algebraically closed field K, such that tr degKO K is infinite, V 
is defined over K, but every generic point of V(K) over K, lies in V,(K). 
Since V has genus g > 1 there is an embedding j: V 4 J of V in its Jacobian 
J; by the Corollary to Proposition 1, the group J(K) is generated modulo 
torsion by V(K)\V,(K). N ow by our assumption, we have V(,K)\V,(K) c 
V(K,). Since j is defined over K, [9, p. 901 we get j(V(K,)) c J(K,) and 
since the group law on J is also defined over K,, the subgroup G of J(K) 
generated by j( V(K)\V,(K)) must be contained in K(K,). Now choose any 
a E J(K) and choose an integer m f 0 such that mu = b E G; since K, is 
algebraically closed and b E J(K,) we get that all mzs solutions of the 
equation mx = b (x E J(K)) lie in J(K,). In particular a E J(K,) so J(K) = 
J(K,), which is absurd. 
Now suppose Proposition 2 holds for any L which is not the function field 
of the projective line and for which tr deg, L = d. Let V be a projective 
normal variety of dimension d + 1 and let 2 be a very ample sheaf on V 
giving an embedding Vc Ip’. Suppose Proposition 2 fails for V and for some 
K,. Then there exists hypersurfaces Zi c P” defined over K, such that 
V & Zi for every i and V(K)\V,(K) c Ui Zi(K). By [S] there is a Zariski 
open subset U of the dual projective space ((P”j consisting of hyperplanes 
whose intersection with V is irreducible and normal. Making CT smaller we 
may suppose that every hyperplane IF.“-’ in U meets the open set V, 
considered in Lemma 3 and in addition iF’“‘- ’ f? V is non-degenerate in IpzVm ‘.
Let K, be a subfield of K with K, c K,, tr deg,, K = co, over which (iF’vj\U 
is defined and choose a hyperplane (P.“-’ c Ip,v of the form aOx + ... + 
a,,.-~, = 0 (where x,, ,..., .x,v- are the coordinates on (P”) such that a,..... a,v are 
algebraically independent over K, . Then H = iF”-’ f? V is irreducible, 
normal, meets V, and in addition H Ct Zi for every i. Indeed if H c Zi for 
some i we would get an inclusion of homogeneous ideals in Klx,,.... -Y,,]. 
f(Zi n v) c I(H) hence I(H) = P, where P is some minimal prime con- 
taining I(Zi n I’). Now since Z(Zi n V) is generated by forms belonging to 
&1X O,..., x,,] and since K, is algebraically closed, it follows that P is still 
generated by forms belonging to K,[x,,..., x,v]. In particular 
a,x, + ..- + u,~,?c,. = G,F, + .-a + G, F, , where Gj and Fj are forms such that 
Fj E Pn K,,[x,,,..., s,v]. Inspecting degrees we get that Gj E K and Fj are 
linear forms. Now the K-vector space spanned by F, ,..., F, must be l- 
dimensional because otherwise H would be degenerate in [F.‘-‘. Conse- 
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quently uDxO t ... + aNxN = tF with t E K and FE K,,[x,,,..., xN] so 
K,(a,,..., uN) c K,(t). Taking transcendence degrees over K, we obtain a 
contradiction. We conclude that H(K)\V,(K) is contained in a union 
Ui Zi(K) f7 H(K) of proper closed subsets of H(K) all of which are defined 
over the field K, = K,(u,,..., a,,,). In particular V,(K) fl H(K) is Zariski 
dense in H(K). Now let p E V be the (non-closed) point in V such that 
{z = H. Since H n V,, # 0 we conclude by Lemma 4 that p E VD, By 
Lemma 3 there exists an open afIine neighborhood ? of p in V such that 
PC V,. Then the function field t’ of p = H n P is a differential field 
extension of K and in addition tiD = fin V,. We get that l?(K)\gD(K) is 
contained in a union of proper closed subsets of f?(K) all of which are 
defined over some finitely generated extension K, of K?. In particular every 
generic point of R?(K) over K, lies inside gD(K). Since tr deg, L = d, the 
above conclusion contradicts the induction hypothesis, unless L is the 
function field of the projective line. Let us show that this situation may be 
avoided. Indeed if V is a normal surface, for any integer m > 1 and any 
smooth H, E I;/“” ) we have an exact sequence 
H’(H,, /CM,) + H’( V. 2” -“) --f H’( r, /‘,.). 
Since by Serre’s duality H2( V, 2 -“) 2r H”( I’, coy. @ Y “), where up, is the 
dualizing sheaf on V, it follows that dim, H2( V, !Ym) --* 00 for m --$ 03 
hence H’(H,, FM,) # 0 for m $0. Consequently, replacing 2 with 2”’ for a 
suitable m we may suppose L is not the function field of p ‘. 
To finish the proof, we only have to check the Proposition for V= ip ‘. In 
this case L = K(x), where x is an indeterminate, and x’ = F(x)/G(x), where 
F, G E K[x], G # 0. Consider the field M = K(x, z), where x, z are indeter- 
minates, and give M a structure of K-differential algebra by putting x’ = 
F(x)/G(x) and z’ = F(z)/G(z). Then M is the function field of IF’ x [Fj’ = W 
and it is easy to see that 
W(K)\W,(K)c(NX fP’)U(i” XN) 
where N= P’(K)\lPA(K). This shows that if the Proposition is false for Ip’ it 
must also be false of IF’ ’ x R ‘: but we already proved the Proposition for 
surfaces, so we are done. 
Remark 1. Suppose we are in the hypothesis of Proposition 1 and put 
V= Spec A. Then Proposition 1 implies that for any prime divisor Z c V 
whose generic point is a differential ideal, there exists a rational function 
v E qf(A) such that Supp(div(p)) n Z n V, # 0 where V, = Spec, A and 
Supp(div(p)) n lJn V, does not contain I-codimensional points, where 
U = V/Z. We would like to strengthen this property; it will turn out that 
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Supp(div(p)) n Z n VD # 0 and Supp(div(rp)) n I/ f~ Vn = 0 for a suitable 
IJJ (see Proposition 4 below). 
Start with a consequence of Lemma 2 and of [2, Theorem 2.61: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let K be a differential field on which deritlations are 
independent. Let X, Y be integral affine Ritt schemes ocer K such that the 
quotient fields qf(X), qf(Y) of T,(X) and r,(Y), respectively. are dtfferen- 
tiallq’ algebraic ouer K and let f: X + Y be a morphism of Ritt schemes 
(which need not be otjer K). If the morphism induced to the groups of imer- 
tible global sections P,(Y)* + f,(X)* is an isomorphism, then f itself is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof: By [2, Theorem 2.6) it is sufficient to prove that f *: I,(Y) --( 
T,(X) is an isomorphism. Surjectivity of f * follows from surjectivity of 
r,(Y)* + r,(X)* and from Lemma 2. To see that f * is injective suppose 
that f*(u + x) = 0, where u E K and x E r,(Y)*. We get J-*(-u) =.f*(sj 
and --u E K* c f,(Y)* hence --u = ?I and we are done. 
Remark 2. The above Proposition is in sharp contrast with what it is 
known from (non-differential) algebraic geometry. If A is. for instance, any 
domain and t is an indeterminate then the morphism of schemes 
f: Spec A [t] + Spec A induces an isomorphism A * = T(Spec A)* + 
T(Spec A[t])* = (A[t])* but f is not an isomorphism. Now if A contains a 
field K and we think of A and K as differential rings with the zero derivation. 
then qf(A) and qf(A [t]) are differentially algebraic over K (since they consist 
of constants) hence the hypothesis of independence of derivations in 
Proposition 3 cannot be dropped. One cannot drop the condition on qf(X) 
and qf(Y) to be differentially algebraic over K either. Indeed if K is any non- 
constant differential field and A is any differential domain containing K. 
the morphism of Ritt schemes f: Spec,A( .v} + Spec, A is not an isomor- 
phism, although it induces an isomorphism AZ = T,,(Spec, A)* 4 
T,(Spec, A{ y})* = (A,(y))* = AZ by 12, p. 2901. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let K be a dtflerential field on which derivations are 
independent and let A be a K-dtflerential algebra which is a Krull domain 
whose quotient field L is finitely generated over K. Put V = Spec A. 
VD = Spec, A and let U c V be an open subset such that Z = v\U contains a 
dtflerential prime of height one. Then there exists a rational function cp E L 
such that 
Supp(div(cp)) n Z n V, f 0 
Supp(div(gl)) n U n VD = 0. 
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Proof: Suppose no 9 as in the statement above exists. Put B = T(U), 
IV= Spec B, IV, = Spec, B and consider the diagram of schemes: 
where i and j are open immersions. Let f,: W,) + V,) be the induced 
morphism of Ritt schemes and choose an arbitrary I E r,( W,,)*. Then x 
induces an element of r,,(Un Wn)* hence a rational function on V such 
that Supp(div(s))f’ lin V, = 0. By our assumption we must have 
Supp(div(?s)) f~ Zn V, = 0 hence s E r,( I’,)*. We have just proved that 
r,(rD)* = J’,( W,)* hence by Proposition 3.f” must be an isomorphism. in 
particular it must be surjective. By our hypothesis there exists 
p E A “) n Z n V,. Hence there exists q E IV0 such that q n A = p. Since B 
is a Krull domain (being equal to the subintersection (JrEl..ht,r,=, A,) there 
exists a height one prime ideal q. in B contained in q. Then by 13. p. 161 
po=qOnA EA”) n U hence p,, = p E U. which is a contradiction and we 
are done. 
Remark 3. The above Proposition as well as the phenomenon described 
in Remark 1 are again in contrast with what is known from (non-differential) 
algebraic geometry. Indeed take a complex projective smooth non-rational 
curve C and consider points p, q E C such that $-(p - q) has infinite order 
in the Picard variety Pit’(C). Put V = C\{ p} and U= C\{ p, q}. Z = v\C: 
Then there exists no rational function o on V such that 
Supp(div(v)) n Z f 0 
Supp(div(cp)) n U = 0. 
On the other hand, if we take the zero derivation on r(V) we get VD = V, 
hence the hypothesis of independence of derivations in Proposition 4 cannot 
be dropped. 
To close our discussion, we describe a typical example of finitely 
generated smooth differential algebra to which in particular our results 
apply. Let K be an algebraically closed ordinary non-constant differential 
field, let K”+’ be the (non-differential) (n + 1).affine space (K”+’ = set of 
closed points of Spec K(t,,.... t,]) and let FE K[to...., tn] be an irreducible 
polynomial. Put S = t?F/?t, and A = (K[t,,..., t,]/(F))[s-‘1, where s is S 
module F. Give K[to,..., t,,][S-‘] a structure of differential K-algebra by 
putting tl = tj+ , for i = O,..., n- 1 and tL=-S-‘G where 
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F=f,+f,t,+-+f,t$ f( E q&l,..., L,jr 
G=f;+f:t,+-+f:,t$ 
Since F' = 0, the ring A becomes in a natural way a differential K-algebra. 
Put V = Spec A. Then V(K) is locally closed in K"' ’ and it is easy to see 
that the set V,(K) is precisely the intersection R CT V(K). where 
R = ((u,u',...,a'"') E K"+', a E K), hence V,(K) is in bijection via the first 
projection K"+ ' -+ K with the set of all a E K which satisfy the system 
F(a,a',....a'"')= 0 
(~F/&,)(u,u',...,u'"')# 0. 
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